Arts Taster @ Moerlina
explore, create, grow

CHILDREN (8 to 14 years) Course Descriptions:

Music and movement
K1 and K5  Sat 13 Feb, Sat 27 Feb
Leanne Treen
Do you love music? Have fun with body percussion and movement to music. Explore musical ideas with musician and teacher Leanne.

Creative Writing
K2 Sun 14 Feb
Anya Seabourne
Do you like to write creatively, play with words, invent characters or dream up wild plots? Or maybe you have never tried and want to give it a go! Come along and exercise your creative muscles with fun activities to get you started, ideas to develop pieces you may have written and ways to use your imagination to enrich your creative writing. Bring along a short piece of your writing if you want to share it. Bring paper and pens.

Drawing
K3 Sat 20 Feb
Candice Rose
Have a go at drawing. Moerlina’s art teacher Candice inspires and teaches practical skills. Responding to the each person’s interests and skill level, Candice creates a fun, experience of creative expression.

Ceramic Art - make a mug
K4 Sun 21 Feb
Lily Mercer
Like Lily, find inspiration in the environment around you and express your ideas in clay. Enjoy the experience of making something with your own hands. You get to create a unique mug as a gift or to use every day.

Music and movement
K5  Sat 27 Feb see K1

Bijoux Bugs
K6 Sunday 28 Feb
Grace Ah-quee
Grace's bijoux bug afternoon has always been popular as it combines colour, creativity and some basic jewellery skills. The original idea came from her son's interest in jewellery making & a bug he made from wire & volcanic rock beads. It suits both boys & girls.

**Painting**

K7 Sat 5 March  
Candice Rose  
Have a go at painting. Moerlina's art teacher Candice inspires and teaches practical skills. Responding to the each person's interests and skill level, Candice creates a fun, experience of creative expression.

**Play the blues**

K8, K10, K12 6, 13, 20 March  
Francine Vegvary  
Learn to play a blues song on the piano over three sessions. In a fun and expressive way Francine teaches some basic music skills with great results.

**Drawing skills**

K9 Sat 12 March  
Natalia Sarantopoulou Ford  
Learn charcoal drawing skills from a European trained artist. Use the axis measuring system, working from a still life. Once learnt, it can be applied to any object or landscape. Bring a sketchbook and amaze yourself!

**Ceramic Art - WA fauna.**

K4 Sat 19 March  
Lily Mercer  
Lily is passionate about WA fauna and creates sculptures of WA's unique creatures. Talk about your favourites and create your own little creature with former science teacher and artist Lily.

To register: fill in the Booking Form, save it and email it to artistaster@moerlina.wa.edu.au

See also: ADULTS (15+ years) Course Descriptions and About the Tutors.